
CHECKING IN AT 

THE AIRPORT

Window seat 

please.

Would you like an aisle seat or a window seat?

Can you point 

me to the 

gate?

Ok, I’m placing you two in 21A and 21B. The gate 

number is C2. it is on the bottom of the tickets. They 

will start boarding 20 mins before the departure time. 

C2 is located around the corner through the wall. 

Thank you.

Great. Thank 

you.

Sure. It’s the way, around that corner. 

No.Are you carrying any flammable material?

No.Are you carrying any weapons or firearms? 

NO.Did you leave your luggage unattended at all in the 

airport?

Yes.Did you have possession of your luggage since you 

packed?

No.Did someone you didn’t know ask you to take 

something on the plane with you?

OKI’m going to ask you series of questions. Please respond 

with a yes or no answer.

Yes, it’s here. Do you have your passports with you?

No. It’s just 

us.

Is anybody else traveling with you two? 

Here you go.Welcome, may I have your tickets?
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A:    Welcome, may I have your tickets?B:    Here you go.A:    Is anybody else traveling with you two? B:    No. It’s just us.A:    Do you have your passports with you? B:    Yes, they're here. A:    I’m going to ask you series of questions. Please respond with a yes          or no answer.B:    OKA:    Did someone you didn’t know ask you to take something on the         plane with you?B:    No.A:    Did you have possession of your luggage since you packed?B:    Yes.A:    Did you leave your luggage unattended at all in the airport?B:    No.A:    Are you carrying any weapons or firearms? B:    No.A:    Are you carrying any flammable material?B:    No.A:    Would you like an aisle seat or a window seat?B:    Window seat,please.A:    OK, I’m placing you two in 21A and 21B. The gate number is C2. it is            on the bottom of the tickets. They will start boarding 20 minutes before         the departure time. C2 is located around the corner through the wall.        Thank you.B:    Can you point me to the gate?A:    Sure. It’s the way, around that corner. B:    Great. Thank you.
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CHECKING IN AT 

THE AIRPORT

LET’S TALK

1. What are the things that are not 

allowed to be brought to the flight? 

Why are these things prohibited?

2. Name the things you have to bring 

with you before going to the airport.

3. Did you have any unforgettable flight 

experience? Tell something about it.  

ACTIVITY

Imagine you are the employee at the airport checking-in counter. Ask 

a series of questions to the passenger. Ask the following information.

a. passport

b. bring any dangerous material

c. number of person together

d.  Any perishable food items

e. leaving the luggage unattended

f. weapons or firearms

g. stranger asking the passenger to bring something with 

him/her
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